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VVanamaker, who was seen by a representative of the Citizen. Mr. .Wan- maker talked freely of the company.
ire proposed road and of those back
f the deal, but it was thought best
not' to print the. story' until the company was duly incorporad in New
Mexico.
Mr. Wanamakcr, who is to be the
general manager of the company,
and is also the largest stockholder
explained that the survey ran from
Cimarron southeast through Union
county, down through Quay and
would ultimately end in some city , in
Texas, where eastern connections
would be made, with the possibility
of building on east and north to
Ohio and possibly further.- - As ex
plained by Mr. Wanamakcr, the people back of this project are a benev-Heorganization which receives its
support from the allied protestan!
churches of America.
By popular
subscription an immense sum barbeen set aside for the purposes of
finding homes and education for tint
populations of the east
;ind middle west. It is thought that
the work of Christianity can best be
spread by giving fatcrial aid to the
people, and the purpose of the or- -

ganization is to settle the southwest
by buying up large tracts of lands,
and then offering them to settlers in
smaller tracts at an advanced but
fair price.
The profits that accrue
from the sale of these lands are
turned back into the fund for more
lnds. Every tract that the organiza
tion opens up are improved, churchcj
arc built, and school houses are
erected, all at the expense of the or
ganization, it being the thought that
in giving the settlers the same moral
atmosphere and intellectual and
advantages they are accustomed to back in the older parts of
the country, the tide of immigration
will be greatly augmented, and the
good work n! giving relief will become enormous. The organization is
in no sense a charitable one, but it is
on the other hand a money making
scheme 110 different from that of any
other big centralization of enormous
capital except in this one particular.
All profits, instead of going into the
pockets of stockholders, are applied
first to pay expenses, and then to
swelling the fund for further development. In other words, the whole
object is one of settlement and development, effected through benevolent means.
This organization has
been in existence for many years,
and has already accomplished much
It has purchased large tracts of land
in the southwest, and has sold it in
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Fince the building of the Santa Fo
road and. that of the St. Louis.
Rooky
Mountain & Pacific line,
occurred that is of such
New
jrroat value to northeastern
Mexico and especially Colfax county, a.: is the project now on foot to
build a railroad from Cimarron south
and Central City
east- to Ainisd-iin Union county ami ultimately to
Nara Vista in Quay and then on
The indown to Texas via Dallas.
corporation of the Mountain, Valley
& l'lains Railroad company, with a
capital of $3,000,000.00 was duly set
forth in the columns of the' Citizen
iast issue, but the imfensity of the
work and the purposes of the capitalists hack of the movement was
The history of the
not discussed.
'hole deal reads like a delightful
fairy story. Few people in Cimarron knew that a surveying party had
been at work on the road for some
time, and that about two or three
weeks ago, the party reached Cimarron, having here completed the pre.
liminary survey for the road. The
party was in charge of Mr. II. S.
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Organization Backing the

Philanthropic

One Thousand Farmers

We are now closing our Conference Year and we believe there are
some who would Hike to know of
the work that we have tried to do.
Altho we have not accomplished all
we hoped and prayed that we might
vet there is much for which wc Receives
Crocker
Entered
should be grateful. Since our arrival
Hands of Colfax County
Three Burglars Are Dnnr Sunday School has nearly dou
bled. We now have on roll nearly
etected
Fired Upon.
;
.So
Under the leadership
members.
ork
increase
large
of Uro. G. W. Neif, a
in both membership and attendance
lie gave lo the work
vas secured,
Mr. Carl R. Pugh, who has taken
Last Sunday night about one
his best endeavor and attention. I Las
departure was a great loss, not only charge of the Cimnrron schools as o'clock, Mr. John Kay. the manager
to this department, but also to the principal, was recognized by the Col- of the store of the Crocker Mercanchoir, of which he was leader and di- fax county teachers
iiitilute as a tile Co.. who lives in the rooms
; 'mall farm
to actual settlors,' It build ire structures at Ute Park, rector.
However, we had another
has already, erected churches and and m:i!:e the annual meetings sec- ready to take his place and Mrs. Ma- leader by being chosen as one of the above the store. was wakened by
'
committee on rcolutions.
ond to none.,
school houses, and has laid out
stealthy footsleps in the store room
son Chase was appointed and enterThe institute adopted the report of
The new towns of
ncrous towns.
and
below.
ed into the work immediately
UNIVERSITY.
lie at first thought it was
without a negative
misdad an :l Central City here in
Wc would the committee
service.
in ease is doing good
one
Mr.
of
stated
Wanamakcr
that
the
cats romping about, but
The resolutions which were
New Mexico were kid put and finot only the vote.
the road is built to Cimarron, within like to sec everyone
ho
heard
soon
a door open softly,
presented.;,
among
things
other
nanced by this organization.
.hild'en, but aKo the parents,
ten years from the date of complelooked toward perfecting the system mil then realizing that some one
MOUNTAIN OUTLET
tion, the organization will found an
.
t
.
1. 1: .
:.. .me
... i
.mui vi... i, m
.ui.ui si uoous .mu il:u entered the store, he seized hi
Our Epworth League is not doing
university
Mr, Wanamakcr stated that the enormous
were m part as follows:
revolver and looked
out the hack
This university o well. Thee has always seemed
purpose of building the proposed here in Cimarron.
lie it furtlur resolved
That as window
and
hesitancy
for
hold
take
to
where he saw a man standy
it is expected will in time be one of
road was a selfish one. The
teachers of Colfax county we intro- ing in the
a great disdoorway to the rear of the
wants to build a road along the great universities of the country, some weeks it has been
duce .more
systematic features in building.
concerned.
"all
hiring simply to frightcw
to
whose line it may expand, build because it will draw its support from appointment
chool work for the coming year; thi.-man, who ran around the corThe Woman's Home Mission Sotowns, buy lands, and last but not.dl over the country and from every
They That we recommend that due time ner. , he ilion directed his son to the
least, it wants a mountain outlet ...rt of source. It will embody in :.it s ciety is in good condition.
be given to the teaching of Elemenwhere it can obtain timber, coal and ci urses all that are now embodied Ji have been of valuable assistance to tary Science and Nature Study; That windows at the front of the building
in
in the hope that he could prevent eschurch
the
and
pa
to
the
.tor
It also tiie large institutions in the count;1)',
minerals for its settlers.
by joint school t'ltei'tainmonts wo
new
cape
of
A
of tile men inside. l!y this time
number
respects.
many
and
a
a
collegiate
beside
department
have
a
place
it
can
Where
wants
to increase in our pupils the
man who had entered the store
summer resort for its grantees, and it will also have a college of nioii members have been received.
the desire for the hist literature; building
came out the back door.
The work in our regular church
mining and
where a big chaulauqua grounds can .inc. law, engineeeing,
That since it is conceded in the fin- - Mr. Kay
,
our
While
gain.
is
shot al
the
but misson
service
be obtained. In looking over the electrical, and big labonatorics will
analysis
d
of things, our children arc
atlargely
him.
He
ed
ran
is
service
the
to
not
fence
corral
morning
be
scientific
for
erected
research
the
only
was
situation, Cimarron
possessions, they are more
is our best
and crawled under with great haste,
place that presented all of these ad- along every line. The organization tended, our attendance at night
than live stock or bank stock, therevantages, and the Citizen was in- :t was explained, believe that by ed- good and is increasing. We appre- fore there should be the closest co- running south lo the railroad track.
ciate
Then the boy in the front of the
re
have
we
year
this.
This
the greatest
formed that the ruad would, beyond ucation of the people,
operation between the school room building, saw a Chird man coining
cerby
seven
ceived
additions
nine
good
can
be
which
done.
a doubt be built to Cimarron,
and the home.
In order that this out of the premises. He in
turn firtificate ami two by profession of
will be the western terminal. Here
may be brought about
and higher ed two
WANT HELP.
him,
a loss of two. Our
shots
but
also
missed
at
had
Have
faith.
'he shops will be located.
ideals is educational work reached
In explaining the reasons why total membership is now 24.
This man ran northeast and escaped
a
recommend
would
we
series of
CHAUTAUQUA.
Thinking that the men could b.)
Cimarron has been chosen for the
The finances of the church is conparents' meetings.
captured if pursuit was at once beIf the road is built to Cimarron, it terminal of the road, Mr. Wanamak- siderably behind.
Only a little over
a
Resolved
resoof
copy
these
that
is the purpose of the company to lay
gun, Mr. Kay at once called up Ofcr stated that it is the center of tho half of the assessment for the year lutions be published in eaih of the
Chautauqua
enormous
an
out
ficer Willson and started out after
has licon paid.
county papers.
grounds at Ute Park. This chautau- - very sort' of country from which the
the men, but no trace could be found
We wish to thank all who have in
Respectfully submitted :
will no be the common sort that settlers will .draw largely for may any way taken pact .in.pur church
They did. however, find a
with
... ,.. Saddle and bridle" "wtmlerinhorse.uonn.t
Carl
when tin work.
He stated that
is held at almost any locality, but it things.
Your assistance was a great
Florence E. Perley,
will attract t',e best of lecturers and road was projected, Cimarron was help to us and will be remembered.
near the store and took it up, believMrs. Leona Logue
western
especially
the
as
not
chosen
in
ing that it perhaps belonged to one
counwhole
entertainments
the
Fraternally,
The recommendation for the par of th" men who attempted the rob-- t
try, rivalling even the first and orig- point, and it has not been definitely
J. ALFRED MORGAN.
ents meetings is an excellent one ery.
inal meetings at Lake Chautauqua in settled yet that, the road will end
and should by all means be adopted
,Thc surprise of the criminals was
New York. The company expects to here. Hut he did state that no other
by the parents. What could be more so
It is
point had been decided upon.
sudden and so soon íhat they
conducive to good results in the ed- wore
the hope of the organization that
not able to get away wijji anyucation and forming of the childish thing.
Cimarron will aid in a material man'.
,
mind and character that
ner to get the road here. What bobetween
the teacher
and tin.
nus was asked was not mentioned
parents.
that matter being rather left to the
generosity of the people of Cimarron. Me stated that the raising of a
was
very much desired
bonus
whether that bonus he in the shape
Now 60-in- g
of money, lands or both, but he stat- Cimarron
a
that it was not demanded as
Goif
Are Con- ed
Full
Able
condition precedent to the building
belief
every
of the road.
lie had
Forming
Corps of
TWENTY-TWthat the road world be built to CimPIPOUNCE
"
Miss Clodie Hunter Became
A Club.
arron without it. but let the matter
PINS FROM CHASE RANCH.
of aiding to the people. If any othIt had been planned to open the
Bride of T. A. Brooke-W- ill
er place can offer as general natural
The Citizen is in receipt of two
Monday,
but
last
schools
Cimarron
and better financial advantages, the
enormous apples grown in the M
Reside Here.
and the be- M. Chase orchard north of CimarThe golf enthusiasts of Cimarron road may be built to that point, but the 7h was Labor Day
the organization has as yet no other ginning of the school year was post- ron, which are surely wonders. The
are contemplating the formation of a point in
view after having made an poned until yesterday when the reg- two apples are of the Pippin variety
golf club in the near future and no extensive investigation.
ular routine was taken up for the and the larger of the two measures
Promptly al high noon on last Sun
small number have already signified
As stated in the beginning of this year.
inches around
he teachers met in a teach fourteen and one-ha.Miss Chupe Hunter became tho
dry.
twenty-twounces
their desire to join and help carry article, the whole tale reads like a ers' meeting last Monday and decid and weighs
the,
of Thomas A. Brooks,
.ride
of
the
lairy
back
men
story, but the
ed upon the various things necessary while the other is but a trifle smallthe project of laying out suitable
.
prominance
deal
arc
men
in er. They are of a very delicate and ceremony being
national
of
work
carry
properly
performed
on
tho
their
at
to
golf imks. On the mesa just to the
m,l f itir. i ! cl.'ini nnr ' ímíl Ule or- - an orderly and systematic manner. beautiful pink color and have such a
th-- i
of
Rev.
Cutler
Methodist
church,
north of town is an ideal place for
., tn,.f
t. 1.., j ,,,,. Carl R. Pugh, the new principal of waxy appearance that one visitor to
officiating
Uaptist
Raton
church
olf links, and they could be put i" doccls and performed works right Cimarron schools has already shown the Citizen office wanted to know if
iinprcs- shape with but comparatively little here in New Mexico that can be in- - himself highly competent to handle they were real apples or merely wax. The ceremony was a most
was
church
the
most
one,
ve
and
Al
skeptic.
by
the most
A
expensc.
his work in a successful manner, and stating that he bad never seen such
tee of ardent golfers went over the though the organization is not espec- - of the other two teachers, Miss Ma- large apples that actually grew on tastefully decorated. To the slrain
of the wedding march from Lohiu- ground last week and reported that ially a new one, still the publicity of bel Ring and Miss Cornelia Burke, trees.
Mr. Chase has one of the finest rin, played by Mrs. O. F. Matkin,
they were very much pleased. TliJ its works and purposes are new. and loo much praise cannot be given
It Miss Ring needs no inlroduclion and largest orchards in New Mexi- the bridal party swept down the
links can be laid out so that hole therefore are open to disbelief.
number one will be right at the head is an organization that is running a here in Cimarron because her past co, and among his thousands of lisle to the alter. The bride was at
work in our schools has been most trees, can be found scores of varie- tended by her younger sister who
of Washington avenue and not nore philanthropic business in a
than four blocks from the center of manner with the avowed intention to efficient. Miss Uurke has taught in ties of eating and cooking apples. was maid of honor, while Mr. Wm.
was highly He states that he has one variety of I'rooke, the groom's brother, was
she
where
town. It is planned to double num- make the business pay for itself. The Dawson,
ber some of the holes so that those road is not being projected without prized as a most successful teacher apple that grows even larger than best man. The ushers were Mr, D.
who do net wish to play all around deep thought and investigation, and and a most charming young lady. his Pippins but that they have not as li. Cole and Victor Urackctt.
(fter the impressive ceremony
the course may stop at hole five and it is said by experts that such a road The Citizen congratulates the people yet attained their full growth, being
hand been performed the happy cou
The natural lay of the can be built at comparatively small of Cimarron on having such an cf a later apple.
return.
in a carriage
escaped
ple quickly
corps of
ground is ideally situated for a most cost, and when it begins active oper- ficient and competent
fiom their zealous friends, and were
SPRINS PHYSICIAN
Both level and broken ations, it will be a big money making teachers in charge of its schools.
ideal course.
HURT IN AUTO WRECK driven to the home of the bride's
ground can be included, and the long enterprise. It will not only find a
Colorado Springs, Sept. 8. An au- parents, where a bridal
feast was
Mr. John Chesworth and his fircc
and short courses are planned to market for the vast coal and mineral
suit both the ardent enthusiast and deposits of Colfax county, but it of men have returned from Albu- tomobile driven by Dr. T. O. Han-for- spread for the bridal party.
of this city who was riding with
The groom is one of the most
the chap who merely wants an easy will open up a rich and fertile coun- querque, where they have just comtry through which it wiLl pass. It pleted the Colfax county bidding, his wife near rainier Lake this af- popular young business men here in
course to play over.
It is the plan of those back of the will furnish a direct route to eastern which will house the exhibits of the ternoon, struck a rock and turned Cimarron, and he had fitted a cozy
movement to lay out the course at New Mexico and western Texas for county at the National Irrigation over, seriously injuring the owner. little home for his bride on Ninth
once, and as soon as a sufficient the commodities which that portion Congress.
Mr. Chesworth states He is suffering with two broken street, where the happy couple will
number of golfers become interested of the country lacks and has urgent that the building is a fine one, and ribs and it is feared that he is injur- make their future home. The CitiMrs. Ilanford tscap- - zen and all Cimarron wishes nothing
in the game, to form a golf club and need of, and the traffic will be enor- eclipses all others of its kind on the ed internally.
build a club house.
mous from the first.
but happiness for the young couple.
round.
ed injury by jumping.
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He was just going to help a neighbor when he died.
lie was just going to send some
flowers
to a sick friend when it
proved too late.
Me was just going to reduce his
debt when his creditors "shut down"
on him.

ClflARRON LUMBER CO..

COLFAX BUILDING
ALMOST COMPLETED

LUMBER, SHINGLES AND BUILMNO MATERIAL OF
EVERY
DESCRIPTION, AND BUILDER'S HARDWARE,
SASH, DOORS,
FIXTURES, PAINTS, OILS, LIME, CEMENT. A SPECIALTY OF
INTERIOR FINISH.
;

Come From the Banner County
Come From the Bonner County
of North.

.Eg

When

We

Tell You That We Are

Prepared

-

Furnish all

Kinds of

w 0
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Albuquerque Citizen.
Colfax county will probably be the
CIMARRON ITSELF AUAln
have the largest, the best and most only county in New Mexico that will
'extensive exhibit at the Irrigation have it's exhibits to the Irrigation
congress housed 111 an individual
Willi the coming of the financial
at Albuquerque, which will
n
building.
una.
Arrangements have been
,,.ic the whc.k- uct was stopped.
m(m
hM
completed
for the displays of crops
Improvemu.ts
hit hard.
Those in chafgc of tlle C0UIIty Cxueyctopnicnt was .u a, suu.usuu ul, hjbjt haye 1)cen workillK unceasing and other products of that county.
W. L. Trimble has received the
little Cimarron was among the last ly to ;athcr together the best that
for hauling the exhibits to
contract
to DC really mjureu oy tne inn,
whatever
Cü,f:ix ctMlnty produces, in
,
,
tne depression.
iut even in int. .. or shape
exhibits may be the fair grounds from the cars.
the
worst of those bad times, Cimarron And already a mammoth display has Sixteen freight cars all loaded to the
held its own. There was, it is true, been collected.
Kothing has been top with exhibits will bring the exbuilding, but it was forgotten, and the wonderful miner- hibits from the northern county,
a decrease in
noticed by all visitors that some als of Colfax county are already which is after prizes as well as hon
ors.
buildings were bciner erected at all
shown in all their glory by entries
The Colfax county buildings is al
times. INow tnat tne .uiancu. pros- ,,very son of orM wi b(j
u
completed and will be one of
most
pect in the country at large seems
ndustrill
wd,
brighter, money has loosened ip and
ln.lnllf.lcn,rell
artd(.s win bt. the most pretentious buildings oí the
j
. mnst .,.,.,1,1,. manner. exposition grounds.
we have taken a fresh start. A $'0,- will be erected
KJO.00 school house
(The school exhibits are superb, and
at once and the contractor is now taking it all in all. the exhibit already
BASE BAIL RESULTS
hauling materials on to the grounds. collected and arranged for, is a glor
A two story stone building has' been
ious one. But there is still room for
Western League.
begun on Tenth street, south of the .improvement in every line, and the
At Omalia Omaha 8, Denver 2
Residences and other im- jwish is expressed by those in charge,
depot.
Second game: Omaha 4, Denver 3.
The saw for more material.
provements are building.
At Sioux City: Sioux City 3, Lin- ; nd lumber mills are working at full
Colfax county is erecting a fine
C0I112.
Second gamt: Sioux City
Contithe
of
factory
box
blast, the
'display building,
and as far as is
,
,,, , ,., ;tc 9, Lincoln 8.
nental Tie & Timber Co., is working
At Des Moines: Des
Moines 5, ft
.7 night
and day shift ; tl bnck yard,
;
i,;,-i- ,
rt hIKP its
Pueblo 6. Second game: Des Moines
overtime; the McCor exhibit.
is working
The building, now near 6,
,
:
.
... :
.
o .. .,.1 ....
Pueblo 5.
MICK irrig......n I"jvu
w..mv..
xtremely well adapt
;c,m)p,;lion ,
.
v. ,ij , iiiniiiik,
iw.v.
j.
purpose. Why not tul it to
tigating C'imarf mi's overflowing.
have been in
State Games,
mineral deposits; a stnelter lias been
As yet the agricultural display is
.
are far
and
promised
At Denver: Denver Luxus O,
from complete. This, of course,
Well, does is natural,
us every d:iy.
Springs 6,
because the harvest seathis look i'o(:d t you? Is Cimarron son is hardly at baud. Hut the
a dead on ?
the agricultural and
want
all others,
Na'ior.al League,
stock display to eclipse
TRADE EXTENSION.
While Coi fa county has m.'ignifi-'cenAt Chicago: Chicago o, Cincinnati
iütur;;l resources other than 0. Second game: Chicago 4, Cincin- T11
the columns of the Citizen has' I'm
agricultural, stiil as a farming IKitl 0.
appeared two articles on trade cx-t- i ,:nd ft- ckrüim'iijí country, it excels.
At Brooklyn: Brooklyn o, Boston
Cima'ron. It has hearti- ,The oh.ie.'t of the display is to show 1. Second game: Brooklyn o, Bosnsioti
ly endorsed the aetii'ns of a few of ojie wrld at large what we have, anil ton
1.
tl'.e tm relian! - nf Cimarron in enthe farmer
convince
to es;uiial!y
At I'hila.delpiha:
Philadelphia o
'' hive a road opened up that the surpassingly rich lands of New York
Second game. .PhilaThese Co!:'a county will raise anything in delphia
Ixtrtein here and Miami.
2. New York I.
nil credit and they the C'op, produce and stock line.
mm
At St. Louis: St. Louis 7. Pittsshould be helped i" every possible
raiders,
So you fruit
y'jti stock burg" ' Second game: St. Louü 1
t.:;.mr in this n! rorisr. The Cit'- - r.uVers. you ranchers, you farmers Pittsburg
7.
pleaded at the in- and you tri.ck gardeners, make your
.n is espn-ia'lt, rc,t he !i'iv have t.iketl in tins mat- .),., t.ff ,n ,.,,,,1 enter your best is an
l'T. not only because ot the ultim:tc
hiliii. The
committee in charge.
American Lcaa;-ae- .
!rr"
'o od to be derived by
are prcparci to take care ot your ex;
At Detroit: Detroit 4, St Louis 3
it shows
his action, bui also be..
s
the Oast possiiiie
maimer
IoikI panic: Detroit 0, St. Louis 3.
up una .,
arc
deal i guaranteed to
a
tt'it our nurch;
At Bc-- t.
Boston 6, Philad.dphir
'oitig set of
rj (.lie.
B,
1.

to

K

Such as Store
Office Fixture Exterior and Interior Finish for all
kinds of building, we don't pause an grunt as if to impress you that we
doubted our ability to fill your orde for any material in the building line.
Did it ever occur to you that the CI ilMARRON LUMBER CO. has the
best retail lumber plant in the Southwest, and our prices are in a line with
other large lumber dealers.

While Cimarron is fortunately located in the healthiest part of the world,
we are not here for our health. Dont mistake us. Give us a chance at
your business. Keep shy of any concern that advertises to give you something for nothing. Our motto is "The Golden Rule."

,,,.

Come and Let Us Know Your Wants

CIMARRON LUMBER CO.
Cimarron, New Mexico
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GEO. E. REMLEY, real
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WHICH?

Second
I'hilnton
rank
delpliia 2.
At Cleveland: Cleveland 6. Chica-Ko. Second game:
Cleveland
5
A man;

ST. LOUIS, RGCftY
MOUNTAIN

'V
Barnizóla?
n as
Jhieai'o c.
iud f 'inid competent, or a man,
At New York: New York 3, Wash
ii'.s r.vi.r done act, worthy oí'
it y ton ).
a r r nii'K the ,'oters of Aew Alexi- try lim. and find him waiuiiiK?
All f esspassiin,; in the W. S. pasrker or a loquacious critlea
PASSENGER SCHEDULE
,, National and Territorial adiuin- - ture in Colfax couny, whether for the
purpose of hunting, fishing, pulling
idea
of
how tu
'.slr;.tois without an
wild fruit, or culling fi.'e wood, or for In Effect
28th, 1908
reir.e.ly the alleged defects. An ex
any purpose
whatsoever, without
who has an as
leave, is strictly prohibited, and all
silted MandiiiLT and proves influence
will be prosecuted to the
in Congress, or an unknown whos
i.s his own assertion
that New Mexi full extent of the law.
10:C0n.m.
lv. Des Moines' N. M. arr. 5;.Wp.tn
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
co's delegate to Congress should b
12:45 p. ni. arr. J Raton,
p.m
N. M. (Iv.
3:30
p;n. lv.
jurr. 12:25 p.m.
For W. S. Land & Cattle Co.
an intelliuent native in order that
4:15 p.m.
'Preston,
l?)l:40a.m.
Congress might know what manner
4:45 p.m.
11:05 a.m.
Koehler,
AVISO.
of man v.c grow down here? Which
(5:50 p.m.
Colfax
110:15 a.m.
Fd trespasar dentro del pasteo del
6:35 p.m. arr. I Cimarron, N.M.
lv.
do you want. Andrews or the "N
9:2:a.m
7;00p.iu, lv, I
)arr. 7:50 a.m
nie Spaniard.'
uo you want a man W. S. en el Condado de Colfax con la 7:45 p.m.
7:00 a.
t tc Tark
mira de coca, pecca, recoger fruta
wIhj does things or a man who mere
silvestre o nocíar madera seca o para
ly talks things, and that indifferently well looking at it from a common cualesquiera oteo fin sin permiso; se
ense point of view, and leaving out prohibe, estrictamente y equellos nue
asi traspasaren serán prosecutados al
of consideration thd .Spanish-MexicagrandeloUencc
of the Demo- lleno de la ley.
Connects with E. P. &
(Firmado)
WILLIAM FRENCH.
cratic: nominee?
W.
Ry.
S.
For
la
Compañía de Reces del W. S.
No
From all that the Citizen can gather, Mr. I.arrazola's
chief stock of
ng in Dawson, N. M., 6:15
NOTICE.
trade in the campaign he is making)
p. m.
is a few set
and well rehearsed
speeches, ;n which he attacks everyAll trcspnsin,-on the Urraca
) Connects with E. P. & S.
thing republican from our highest Ranch property in Colfax County,
W. Ry.
No. 123, leav
executive,
Roosevelt New Mexico, whether for
President
the purpose
down.
He points out alleged .evils
ing
M., 9:55.
N.
Dawson,
of fishing, hunting, gathering wild
in republican officials
and policies, fruit
cutting
or
fire wood, or for any
charges even
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''H tit aei ive

sup-- .

a spir
if
tin
heads
:rrt..t::f
:oid say ihi it will be a fine tiling
..id thin t it ; at that, it is an
Its a
easy ma'tir to s;ty "Sarv!
It
fine th:n'. old man. Go ahead.
oui;Iit to be done."
But help of this
Show us the
sort is not needed.'
merchant or business man who says
"Show me what to do and I'll do it"
and we will show you the progres
sive, the winner and th man that
will ultimately
distance the felloM
who is willing to take a Hood thing
Í it is handed to him but is too penurious to pitch in and help. Th;
Citizen does not accuse the laggards
or those who have taken no interest
ir the Miami Road of beintf this sort
of men but it has its suspicions.
Listen to thi. The Miami people
say that they can save about twenty-fiv- e
per cent by purchasinir in Cimarron. Think of that.
Cimarron
can meet Sprinxer prices and beat
tl e;n by
and still make
a profit.
With the road opened up
which will save the Miami buyer
from five to seven miles, and twenty-fper cent on his money, where
ive
will lie
To Springer?
Well
hardly. The survey of the road ha
...
icen n.oie ny tne 1 ownsitc engineer, whose services have been donated, and he reports that a fine road
can be built with but comparatively
low cost. Now it is up to you, business men and merchants. Arc you
v.Ulinff to help?
If so, communicate
with Mr. Norman Wilkin
or Mr.
Frederic Wliiincy and get organized.
Now is the time.
'1
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IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
We people of Colfax county must
ot allow ourselves to forget that
ours is the banner county if the Territory tnd as such is expected to
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IdksAoinf work solicited.

Special attention
Country Orders.

paid to

n

train

I24,arriv

M rs. A.

train

our exalted President other purposes
whatsoever, without
permission from the manager, is
strictly prohibited, and all such tres
passers will be prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.
Signed:
GEO. II. WEP.STER. Ir..
Manager for Urraca Ranch

with bad faith, and then fails to pro
due the proof.
He asserts that
President Roosevelt is secretly op
P'ised
to the admission of New
Mexico as a stale, and this, too. i
the teeth of the President's public
announcement to (he contrary. Mr.
i.arrazola is conducting a campaign
which drags down.
Not a word as
t:i how conditions can be bettered.
He says in effect, elect me, and everything will be all right, but he fails
tell how he will maks things right
In fact the feasure of the man can be
sruaged by the nonsense
of his

AVISO.
El trespasar sobre la propricdad del
R.tiK-hde la Urraca en el Condado
de Colfax, sea va con el fin de cazar
pezcar o recojor fruta silvestre o cortar lena ti otro fin cualesquiera sin
permiso del manejador, se prohibe es'pceches.
trictamente. Todos equellos quienes
oi3d C toprinjiso.d uüjjí u jskiIsdji
THE MAN WHO IS ALWAYS extento de la lev.
"JUST GOING TO."
Firmado: GEO. H. WEBSTER, Jr.,
He was just goinft- - to pay a note Manejador del Rancho de la Urraca
when it went to protest.
June 17 tf.
t-

N

M.,

Stage for Van Houten,
meets trains at Pres

ton, N.

fi. Carey

:Mm. ARKELL,

GENERAL

Manager:

HARDWARE

M.

Cutlery, Ammunition, Tinware,
Grániteware, Majestic Ranger,
Sanitary Plumbing & Heating,

Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the
following points in New Mexico:
Elack Lakes, Ocate, Rayado, Aurora
and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy,
Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabcthtown,
Lobo, Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red
River City, Taos and Twininjf.
W. A. Gorman,
Gen Pass. Agt., Raton, N. M.

TIN SHOP
ii2

N.

Second St. Raton.

N. M.

1
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37,046,784,560!
'Thirty seven billion, forty six million,seven hundred
thirty-fou- r
'thousand five hundred and sixty!"
--

WHAT? Why gallons of water.
"WHERE? To be stored in the great Eagle's Nest reservoir just above Cimarron.
WHAT FOR? To irrigate the land just below Cimarron.
WHAT WILL GROW ON THE LAND? Sugar Beets, Alfalfa, Fruit. Vegetables and Small
Grain. Sugar beets tested 23 per cent. Apples took first prize at World's Fair, Chicago. Wheat
pronounced best in quality oí any exhibited at St. Louis. Alfalfa cuts 3 crops per year of two
tons per acre each, and sells for $10 per ton up.

dee! et9s Oo to CI rear
SEES MANY

CUBES

CONVICT FOR 27 YEARS FINDS
NEW LAND.

A

Auto Pleases
Is a Revelation
Man Who, Young in Years, Has
Grown Old Behind Prison

trolley

Walls.
Chicago. After spending 27 of the
best years of life with the horizon of
his world limited by the stone walls
of Joliet penitentiary and hi8 ambitions ground down by the routine of a
convict's existenco, John Gale, aged
49, but appearing to be 60, stepped
Into the outside world the other day.
He began his sentence when he was
22 years old.
Mathew J. Huss, president of the
Luxemburger Brotherhood of America,
through whose efforts the pardon was
obtained, met him at the gate of the
penitentiary. Gale came to this country from Luxemburg 28 years ago. He
had been here only a few months
when In a fight at Evanston he killed
a fellow laborer with a hatchet
A trolley car stopped In front of the
penitentiary and the , men clambered
on.
Even in the penitentiary walla
the prisoner had heard the clatter of
those cars, but he had never ridden on
one, and his Ideas of what they were
like came only from surreptitious
counts by younger prisoners.
An
no surprise.
Hut he showed
ordinary man might ask questions or
attempt some pleasantry, but something more startling Is necessary to
evoke a nicker of emotion from a man
who has lived a convict's routine for
27 years. It was not in his life to ask
;'Vhy?" but to go forward, unseeing
and unthinking.
swished past the
An automobile
open window and he jumped. That
was a new sensation, and he glanced
apprehensively at his companion for
emothe result of the Involuntary
tion. Then he looked relieved, for
he was no longer In prison, where a
breach of discipline would evoke punishment.
Every mile they rode Into the city
unfolded a new wonder. The released
prisoner had no idea there were so
many human beings almost within
sound of the prison walls but yet as
far away as the equator. On one side
were piled the miles of stone, and Mr.
Hubs explained that they were from
the drainage canal. Prisoner Gale was
Interested In stone piles, for he was
familiar with breaking big stones Into
smaller ones.
At the end of Archer avenue they
changed cars, and he was told that he
was in Chicago. Miles and miles of
houses, In every one of which were
people coming and going, whirled past
his line of vision, and he was dis

traught with the strangeness of the
scene. He realized the narrow Mfe he
had left. He had seen the same faces
every day and the life had grown
natural. Here were hundreds hurrying past him on every side, and why
shouldn't they all be against him who
for 27 years hadn't known a friend?
When the men left the car at State
street Gale started ahead in the steady
prison step. He bumped Into a man
and was pushed aside. A woman gave
him a shove. Again he started and
scowled at him
the jostled passer-bConfused and helpless he
In anger.
stood In the middle of the sidewalk
until Mr. Hues, grasping him by the
arm, led him down the street.
The men who obtained the pardon
believe that in a few days the former
prisoner will adjust himself to a life
of freedom and be capable of starting at some work. He will make his
home with his sister.
y

ROWS FAR IN FRAIL CRAFT.
Oarsman

In

1,200-Mil-e

Trip

In

Boat

Made of Newspapers.
Annapolis, Md. George W. Johnson,
who is making a trip from St. Augustine, Fla., to New York city in a single scull rowboat made entirely of
newspaper pressed like papier mache,
arrived In Annapolis the other day.
Mr. Johnson, who Is an old Harlem

river oarsman, left Shadyslde, this
county, at 8:10 Monday morning, and
reached Annapolis three hours later.
He was met by representatives of the
Severn Boat club, where he will make
his headquarters while In Annapolis.
The boat In which he la making his
1,200-mil- e
trip Is composed of newspapers published all over the country,
from Maine to California, and from
Alaska to the Bahamas. There are
of paper, the
about 20 thickness
headlines having been clipped sep
arately and placed along the outside.
The oarsman left St Augostln on
May 6, and expects to reach New
York by July 1. He has been delayed
by bad weather, and Is four days behind his schedule. On his arrival In
New York Johnson will land first at
the float of the Nonpareil Boat club,
on the Harlem.
Historic Station to Go.
Roosevelt
Washington. President
has directed the removal of the historic abandoned Pennsylvania railroad
passenger station building at the corner of Sixth and B streets. N. W., this
city, from the government grounds
which comprise what is known as the
Mall, the object being to Improve that
Bection of the city.
The buildings and appurtenances
were transferred to the United 8tates
March 4 in accordance with congressional legislation providing for a new
union station in this city. It was
within the lobby of the station that
President Garfield was shot by Qui- -

LITTLE CHURCH PEW
LONG LEGAL BATTLE
OWNERSHIP.

farmer's

OVER 1T8

Sons Arrayed Against

Step-mothe- r

for Possession of Father's Estate Contest Extends Over Ten Years.

under the head of real estate. With
the decision would come the final settlement of the contest that had been
continued for ten years.
Fletcher claimed that his only wisn
was that the church pew should remain In the family, but that he did not
Wife Trlee Hard to Please.
have $150 to buy it back, whereupon
readministratrix
the
for
the counsel
"Then make it yourself, if you know
plied that if the pew was all he wantmore
than anyone else about it," said
him
ed he could take it and consider
coldly.
self indebted to Tltcomb for $20. The MrB. Adams, wagged
his head sorrowMr. Adams
matter was finally settled on tills basiB
fully.
to the satisfaction of all.
"Nobody," he said, slowly, with an
eye upon his boss, "can disIrritated
TAFT.
AND
KIN TO CLEVELAND
cuss anything with you, Minnie. The
I mention that pie you rush
Newsdealer at Fort Wayne Claims to moment
ahead as uscal, and jump all the hur
Be Relative of Both.
wnai i
dles before you get to era.
was that a cherry pie would be "
said
a
city
has
Ind.
This
Wayne,
Fort
"And because I try to please you
third cousin of the late Grover Cleveand
tell Gussle to fix one you insult
land In a newsdealer, who has a stand
cried his wife.
In the Arcade and was the founder me!"
Both members of the Adams family
of the Newsboys' union In the city,
tightened their Hps and drew in their
Charles A. Phelps. Oddly enough, Mr.
breath through distended nostrils. GusHowWilliam
to
Phelps Is also related
sle, the cook, cannily observing these
the
for
ard Taft, Republican nominee
signs, withdrew hurriedly.
presidency.
Mr. Adams suddenly relaxed his feaMr. Phelps Is related to Mr. Clove-lansmiled wearily.
on the maternal Bide of Mr. tures and
"Let the infernal pie go," he said.
His grandmother,
family.
Phelps'

Raw Cherry
Pie

Littleton, Mass. The question ol
ownership of a little church pew in
the First Congregational church, seating five persons, was the last obstacle
to be overcome In a contest extending
over ten years, and it has cost the opposing factions of a once happy family
not only the loss of much time, but
also large sums of money.
Tucked away on the side of one of
the many hills that abound in this
town Is the estate left by the late
Theodore C. Fletcher, comprising
about 60 acres.
The late Mr. Fletcher was held in
high esteem by all the residents of the
town, and his example of caring in
good shape for his farm was well fol- Nancy Cleveland
lowed by his stepson.
When he married the present Mrs.
Fletcher Mr. Fletcher had two sons
by his first wife, Hammond and Daniel,
while Mrs. Fletcher, who was previous
to her marriage Mrs. Tltcomb, had
two sons, Ora and Walter.
On the death of Fletcher, 14 years
ago, an agreeable settlement of the estate was made.
The estate was to remain In the
hands of Mrs. Fletcher, while the two
sons bearing the name of Fletcher
were given a money consideration and
relinquished all claims. The old family
pew In the First Congregational
church was to remain in the name of

Fletcher.
The estate was valued at about
,1,200. About ten years ago Hammond
Fletcher, so it Is alleged, became dissatisfied and, enlisting the support of
his brother, put in the claim that they
had not received proper treatment In
the distribution of the estate. A legal
fight was made to obtain possession
f part of it
It is alleged that their claim called
lor more than the estate was valued
from one
at The matter was carriedreached
the
court to another until it
highest tribunal. The findings were always for the widow, her fight being
handled by the son. Ora Tltcomb.
The estate could not however, be
legally settled until the ownership of
the pew had been established. Some
time ago the widow, Mrs. Fletcher,
Bold the pew to her son, Walter Tltcomb, for $20, and the claim was made
Tjy one of the Fletchers that the pew
was worth f 150.
In the probate court at Fast Cambridge Judge Lawton was called upon
to decide whether or not the pew cione

Wood. waB first
cousin of the former president, and
his mother thus became a second
cousin. His mother is living and
t 324 Crelehton avenue. Mr.
Phelps never met the deceased
but Mrs. Phelps, his mother, knew Mr. Cleveland well In earlier
re-o-

years.
It is through his father's side that
Taft.
Mr. Phelps Is related to Mr.
and the grandHis
father of Charles Phelps Taft were
brothers. Charles Phelps Taft Is a
of William T. Taft.
Mr. Phelps has never met Mr. Taft
either, but Is greatly Interested in his
relationship.
half-broth-

Chicks.
York, Pa. Leander Bernhart of Yoe,
this county, thinks he has found a
substitute for the incubator. He says
he has evidence that the sun can do
the work.
While in his barnyard he was much
surprised to hear a peeping from a
pile of sawdust and to see three fluffy
chicks Issue forth. He raked over
the pile and found three empty eggshells.
He thinks that the eggs were accidentally covered over, and that the
hot sun of the last few weeks hatched
them out.

Mrs. Adama sighed.
"Why should it be let go?" she demanded. "For goodness' sake, what
Upon my word, I cannot
alls you?
understand the processes of your
Only you can hardly
mind, Frank.
know mqre about cooking than I do,
you know.
If you mean that your
mother made pies with raw cherries,
I have only to say that there are pies
and pies."
"My maternaJ parent," retorted Mr.
The servants
Adams, "made lio pies.
made 'em. You told Gussle to cook
the cherres. Well, I may be a fool,
but, by gosh! you don't cook 'em,
madam. They're put in raw raw!"
Mrs. Adams smiled this time. She
made it an indulgent smile that would
prickle 'and burn him.
said,
"All right dearest," she
soothingly. "Certainly they shall be
raw."
Sh uttered the sentence in the tone
she 'would employ when addressing a
;

weeping infant or a rreaui íuioi.
"Oussie!" she called.
Tne cook appeared and saluted.
"Mr. Adams doesnt wish cooked
in Ma nir" she said. "He
wants them raw."
Gussie bowed with dignity, t
"Yessura." she answered.
"She'll have that pie for dinner,
Frank," said Mrs. Adams.
Watched by the eyes of the ladles
of
the "household. Mr. Adams hastily
Lineman Becomes a Baron.
disposed
of the substantial but ImNew York. Earning bis living ss s portant portion of his dinner, and haplineman for a light company at Merl pily announced that he was ready for
den, Conn., Nicholas Korpf was noti
'
pie.
.
fled that through the death of an undo
He Cried it.
to
of
baron
the
title
succeeded
he had
"Well?" queried M wife. Despite
in Poland, and has sailed to claim the her
air of unconcern, It
estates. He came to America to work was only too evident that she did
after a quarrel. His estates are hun- care a little about hit opinion.
dreds of thousands of acres in extent. , "You want to know my honest feel
well-put-o- n

ings?" he asked. "Well, fhls pies
soggy. And I tell you, Minnie, the
cherries ain't right. They were
cooked."
The meal was finished In a dreary
SÜ6I1C6.

In the kitchen only the smash of
crockery sounded. Gussle was an"I thought It was a very nice
gered.
pie," said Mrs. Adams, an hour later.
Mr. Adams yawned.

The pioneer pie had been concocted
of raw cherries. They made another,
filling It with stewed cherries. Mr.
Adams said that probably It was the
crust.
my"13y George, I could make a pie
fix the crust
"You
ejaculated.
he
self"
and I'll tend to Mister Pie. You cook
the fruit too long."
"The crust," shouted his wife ana
Gussle, "that's the main part"

"Not in our pies," said he, stubborn"The cherries all soak up. Now,
vou been kidding mef
These Vies had cooked cherries In 'em,
ly

hii

kvn't

sure."

Mrs. Adams protested.
"It's the oven, then," she decided.
"It doesn't go right."
"Get a pound of cherries, stone 'em
sugar,"
and throw "em in with some
ple'U
said he, authoritatively. "The
should."
it
as
out
come
Two more pies did the household
make, and each time the cherries were
dimassed in red profusion, as he hadprorected. When the la.?t sample was
nounced unfit for consumption, Mrs.
conAdams went to the kitchen and
Mr.
awaited
They
Gussle.
sulted with
Adams' departure then went Into a
eluding, they took
o,,ri
a box from a closet and began snip-

th.

ping at what it held.
"That's plenty." said Gussle.
At dinner the cherry pie came on.
"These haven't been cooked so
much," Baid Mr. Adams, cheerfully.
The pastry lattice work showed the
ripe, shiny cherries beneath
"There," said Mr. Adams. "At last.
That pie's right. Gimme a big piece.
yon
I'd stake my Ufe you've hit it, and
ought to be glad I told you."
He began to eat
At the first bite his mien becam

it

thoughtful.
"See; we should have cooked em.
renroached his wife. "You don't like
it."
"Yes, I do," said he, fiercely.
One large slice was downed.
be
"I guess that'll be enough,
murmured, faintly.
"It's the way you said to make It,
cried Mrs. Adams, accusingly.
"And it's a blamed good pie," hlf
manner was valiant; "best I ever had.
But I'm tired of pie. Those cherries
were bully. Where'd you get "em?"
His pale face excited no compassion
was
in Mrs. Adams, for she knew he
lying, and theirs was a home where
cherry pie would mever be made to
suit all parties.
"From my spring haVT tóft il4, '
New. York TeJlegjlsh,
J
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THE KEY TO THE I5AC IFIC T RADBgf
piMARRON lies at the entrance to the great Taos Pass, the best and
SHORTEST and EASIEST PASS THROUGH THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific is part way over the
Pass now, and its line to th Pacific Coast, as surveyed, IS THE BEST,
Shortest and Most Direct Line That Can Be Btiilt. It is well known that there is
no coal worth mentioning on the western slope. The Colfax County coal
fields lying at the very foot of the Taos Pass, are being developed to supply the Pacific ctfast market and the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
railroad is being built to afford means oí transportation. This coal traffic
alone will be tremendous, but not only the coal trafile but the bulk of all
the business that New Mexico, Southern Colorado, Texas, Kansas and
Oklahoma do with the Pacific slope, will FOCUS AT CIMARRON, the
entrance to Taos Pass.

WILL HAVE
HIGH SCHOOL
School Course For
Cimarron Approved By

High

Supt Fisher.

'

I

St

-

holm Saturday and wiped out thousands of acres of standing timber.
After a day of quiet the flames, that
died down Sunday, were fanned and
are in renewed fury again today and
toward Nobbing,
lire sweeping on
iiuhl and Xashwauk from the south.
Snowball, 100 inhabitants, was de-

stroyed yesterday afternoon by a
it suddenly.
fire that came upon
to
The peo; le had 110 opportunity
fight the flames and fled in terror.
Snowball is about two miles from

Rev.

and N'ashwaiik, which were threatened with destruction Saturday are
The citizens arc
At the Teachers' Institute held at again in dam-er- .
the flames desperately.
Raton recently, a most important in- fighting
novation in the school systems of Auroro is surrounded by fires and
Hereto- the citizens are fighting them.
Colfax county was effected.
Helwccn Xashwauk and Ilibbing,
fore Raton was the only place in the
county in which a high school course 1 region o 22 miles long, the forest
was or could be taught. The County is O'ie continuous front of flames.
Superintendent, Mr. C. O. Fisher,
PARDONED.
conferred with the teachers of the WM. RANDOLPH
Trinidad,. Colo., Sept.. 8,. 1908.
institute and it was finally decided
Randolph, who was senW i:'.
to adopt a regular high, school
course for the different schools of tenced from Huerfano county for the
years, for forgery
the county which would be uniform. irruí of thirty-fiv- e
Schools giving this course will be has been pardoned from the penicredited by and other mhoob or col- tentiary by Governor Bttc.htel in the
leges in the Territory and pupüj ad- honor of labor day. Randolph
was
mitted without examination if they .'o. (V"i.t mi the pri.-,- , n rolls, and he
hold certificates of work done. Tha was sent to Canon City October I.
Before he
committed the
board of the Cimarron schools have 1006.
long since decided to hold a ninth crime 'or which he was convicted
grade course
in
the Cimarron Randolph was a prominent attorney
schools, and this ninth grade will be and highly respected citizen of Wal- changed to the course outlined be- senbutg.
lie was a native of West
low, and those (a! ing it will he giv- Virginia and is said to have had ex
He has been employed with
state.
en high school credits.
the road gang at Starkville since
FIRST YEAR.
hist May and is said to have been a
Algebra.
1.
model prisoner.
2.
History Ancient.
3. , Geography Physical.
Civics.
MAY RAID SALOON
4. Rhetoric and Compositions
11

111

.

J.

Alfred Morgan Wil

Take Theological Course

at 8.

lirooklyn, a small suburb of Ilib-hinBuhl
is threatened by fire.

W

University.

Anti-saloo-

-

;n

the

al

chain, which

will be along the prettiest and most
ugged scenes in the Rockies, than
which none is more picturesque and
Rev. J. Alfred Morgan has resign- entrancing.
Through Xew Mexico and Coloraed the pastorate of the
Methodist
do, the scenic highway will follow or
Episcopal church, here in Cimarron,
parallel the old Santa Fe trail, much
taking effect last (of which can not be improved by the
the resignation
Mr. Morgan will, upon arts of man, although when difficult
Sunday.
leaving Cimarron, go directly to 'stretches arc met, with the pick and
'shovel, the drill and powder, backed
Georgetown,
Texas,
and
there
the skill of the engineer, roads
jby
enter the Southwestern University
add to
'are being constructed-whicvhere lie will pursue a two years' the wonderment of the traveller
course in theology. This action on The mountains and valleys, the mehis pivrt docs not come as a surprise sas and canons, open themselves to
to his many friends here in Cimar- view, while with perfect safety, in
carriage or automobile
or prairie
ron because he long ago announced
schooner, passengers can comfortait as bis intention to take up Univer bly travel places which were formersity vrk this year, but his resigna
lion is nevertheless greatly regretted
the members of his church, who
have always found in the young man
a fast
friend and fine leader in
Under his pastor- things religious.
rite, the little church has made won
'
derail progress and has taken its
ri;;htful place as a potent force in
the social and religious life of Cim

trron.

Mr. Morgan's successor has not
is yet been chosen, and will not be
OF RIVAL TOWN selected until the Conference to be
SFXOXD YEAR.
Moiintiinair. X. M., Sept. 8. An held at Portales, X. M., about the
Algebra.
1.
league was organized middle of this month.
Mod2. History
Medieval
and
here yesterday with the intention of
ern.
resorting to Carrie Xalion methods, NEW MEXICO HIGHWAY
3. Latin or German.
it is believed, to prevent the startBECOMES A REALITY
THIRD YEAR.
ing of a saloon on a new addition
Geometry Plane.
W.
Mountainair townsite.
2. Botany and Zoology, y, term to the
Near the top of Goat hill, within
W. Havens, president of the
each.
sight f'f the streets of Raton, is be
league of Arizona and Xew
3. Latin or German.
ing budded a link in the interstate
Mexico was present at the meeting
English.
4. Literature
which will make the west
highway
ind is still here.
.
FOURTH YEAR.
of the sightseers who an
the
Mecca
parties
the
known
start
is
It
that
1. Geometry
Solid.
F.uropc and America in
nually
tour
of
tng the rival town are in favor
2. Physics or Chemistry.
highway
The scenic
automobiles.
liquor
shipped
and
aloons
into
have
3. Latin or German.
Mexico,
New
by
joimly
projected
the town, as well as securing license
4Literature.
from the territory.
The entire pop- Colorado and Wyoming, and which
TOWNS AGAIN THREATENED ulation is up in arms and some he- it is expected will be connected with
by adjoining
Duluth, Minn., Sept. 8 The Mes- roic, deeds are expected should fn a fine highway built
a
part
of a system
be
states,
is
to
aba range 5s threatened wiih an out- attempt be made to place the liquor
will eventually con
which
roads
of
sale.
on
sw-eaway Chisbreak of fire which
I- -

m

TO LEAVE

N'ashwaiik.

.Anti-Saloo- n

4

M.E. PASTOR

nect the Atlantic and the Pacific,
which crosses from Canada to the
gulf.
Seven miles north of the divide,
at work
the Colorado forces are
moving slowly to the south, and less
than seven utiles south of the Colorado line a force of territorial convicts are climbing to the apex of
Goat hill, and leaving behind them
a road sixteen feet in width,
with
grades never exceeding
eight per
cent. Other forces of men are working at other places, forging the links

ly safe for but the mountain goats.
With the completion of the link
between Trinidad and Raton, only
the distance across the national for
will remain uncompleted
est rescn
between Denver and Santa Fe. The
work in this territory is being done
by convicts, who have been promised
as a reward that when the Colorado
line is reached they will receive
pardons. This means much to J. C.
Chavez and J. B. Romero, two men
who were sentenced to life impris
onment fourteen years ago, and who
have served their time until now
wkhout black mark or demerit.
Although working under the sight
of a guard armed with guns, these
men are held captive only by the in
tangible tenons of the law. Several
will be discharged within
a few
months, and the topic of liberty is
the one 'which most occupies their
conservation, aside from the work.
Just now the site of labor is west
of the city and near to the top of
the hill placing before the workers a
beautiful panorama of Raton and the
valley to the east and south worth
seeing as while
the city appears
smaller in area, the number of hous
es increases and the threads of .railways and trails melt away in the
distance and a vista opens that can

not help but please as the traveller

gradually ascends.

With twistings

and twinings. turning often upon itself, the highway is
climbing the
mountains to the divide, yet so gradual that at no time is
the grade
tiresome and any vehicle with any
power can climb quickly and easily.
The removal of trees and rocks is
a titian task, but one that is steadily
growing toward its finish.
Foreman Lopez, who has charge of th
work, has had a force of forty men
engaged or three weeks, and already
the worst
mile of the
ascent to the divide has been accomplished.
Another half mile and the
powder and drills will be laid away,
and plows and axes only be called
into requisition.
The task is a great one, but the
work is one that is needed, not from
an artistic and a material viewpoint.
It will make possible communication
between points which
now
might
just as well be on opposite sides of.
the ocean.
It will furnish an outlet
for the artistic longings of the
American wanderers who at present
are forced to seek foreign climes for
automobile travelings, and mountain
seeing. It will stand as a monument
to its creators, and prove a lesson
for the future.
It will help to bring
the north closer to the .south, to
more nearly make the west and the
cast one. Raton Range.
.

three-quarte-

BASE BALL RESULTS

CSS.

4

NO.

DITCHED AT
MAYNE
Trinidad. Colo., Sept 8, (Special)--Colora- do
and Southern passenger
No.
train
4, due here at 7:30 o'clock
was derailed at 6:30 last night at
thirty-fiv- e
Mayne
station,
miles
morth of here. The derailment was
The
caused by a defective switch.
front trucks of the engine stayed on
the main track while the rear end
and the tender and the front trucks
of the combination car followed the
switch, turning over the tender and
derailing the car.
Engineer Tom
flinchc.liff
and
Fireman
George
Neester jumped and were bruised
somewhat but not seriously hurt. A
number
of the passengers were
thrown violcntjy Vfrom ,thc$r scats
but no one was
injured. ( The
wrecker was sent up from ' here
Aná the tracks were cleared, the train
reaching here at 10:30.
;

t

''

BOY IS HELD CHARGED
WITH FORGING CHECK

Fred Duncan, a boy who savs
Western League.
that his home is in Oklahoma Citv..
At Lincoln: Lincoln 2. Denver o. was arrested yesterday for
investiAt Sioux City: Sioux City 11, Pue gation by Officer Bowlden.
The lad
i
blo 3.
endeavored to cash a- check at the
At Omaha: Omaha 12, Des Moines Chicago tore to which the name of
Frank Stites was forged. The check
0.
was for $9 and was made payable to'
Joe Smith.
National League.
Young Duncan says that he eash-e- r
At Xew York: New York 1,
the paper for a man who said he
Brooklyn o.
was Joe Smith and had been work--in- g
At Pittsburg: Tittsburg 2, St. Leu- for Stites.
;

,

...

is o.

At Boston: Boston 4, Philadelphia

MOVE CONVICT CAMP
The road camp on the Colorado'
At Chicago: Chicago 3, Cincinnati State Hitrhwav has been tnnmrf
three miles nearer the Xew Mexico
2.
line for the convenience of the men1
who are now engaged in working orr
American League.
the south end. '
At Detroit: Detroit 2. Chicago 5.
Under the direction of Engineer
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia 6, Danford, the persons. who
subscribXew York 5.
ed to the fund for keeping the men
At Cleveland: . Cleveland
o, St. at work here, will make a trio over
Louis 2.
the road.
The party will lunch at
At Washington:
Washington 1, the camp and the entire day will
in looking over the road.
Boston 3.
6

;

.
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attell and moran
DIVIDE HONORS

hurto rnnin
WlimKUlfi

- San Francisco, Sept. 7. Abe Attel
and Owen Moran fought a draw this
afternoon at the Mission street arena, the fight going the limit.
Both
men were groggy at the close and
neither had the best of it.

KETCHEL
Angeles,
Sept.
Los
7. Billie
Papke, 'the whirlwind fighter from
Spring Valley wrested the middleweight championship from Stanley
Kctchel at the Jeffries Athletic club
this afternoon by knocking the cham
pion out in the twelfth round.
The
coal camp pugilist opened by knocking Ketchel down three times before
the bell sounded at the close of the
first round and from that time on
kept him at his mercy.
Under a broiling sun, the champion withstood terrific punishment
for twelve rounds while the miner
landed repeatedly on his face and
From the first round Kctchest.
chel was unable to see out of his
right eye and before the end of the
fight his face had the appearance of
i hamberger. Fapke's blows were
directed almost wholly at the face,
and the victor had hardly a scratch
at the end.
The big arena was packed long be-

IT WAS RIGHT

Ml
THEN CALL AT THE NEW TOWN OF

FA X
ki

tita

AND SEE ME.

Ja

I HAVE

100 ciaoice iocs
FOR SALE. PRICEJLOW
TERMS MOST REASONABLE

Agent

E. A. LITTRELL,

COLFAX, NEW MEXICO
paran 'T,Prf

kiwbbm

Ha

0
Fein

4

COMPANY

DIE IN

line of HARNESS

larfero,

MOTE L FIR

Try It and See

Blaze, Believed to be

In-

cendiary, Destroys the
Belmont Hotel at

Denver,

!3HQ

The fire started presumably from
wiring on the top floor
spread with
about 4 o'clock and
amazing rapidity. There were about
one hundred guests, many of whom
found all means of escape cut off
when aroused.
At least five jumped
from the windows.
Many were carried down the extension ladders by
Damage to the buildthe firemen.
ing is estimated at $20,000.
Patrick Treadwell, a fireman
of
Cripple Creek, who was sleeping in
the Belmont when the fire started,
is credited with having saved at least
ten lives by inducing entrapped people to jump from upper story windows across a five foist alley to a
roof adjoining the building and catch
ing them in his arms. Alore than a
score of persons jumped from windows before the fire department nr

The Belmont
hotel on South street between Seventeenth and Eighteenth streets, was
destroyed by fire early today.
Four
men lost their lives, three were fatally hurt and twenty others are
more or less injured.
The dead :
fore the fight was called.
EDWARD MOORE, aged S5. ci
Fhiladelphia.
Mr. Arthur Officer of Raton, is
GEORGE BURTELL, aged 40, of
now located
in Cimarron,
and is Denver.
working for the Continental Tie &
JOHN D. KANE, of Colorado
Springs.
Timber Co.
GEORGE l'.ODEL, Middlefown.
N. Y., died at the hospital from injuries sustained in jumping.
g
The seriously injured arc:
George Olt, Denver, burns.
William Lewis, Denver, injured by

defective

jumping.
Mrs. W. A. I.anham, of Denver,
burns.
W. A. Lnnham, hands and fac
burned.
x
F. J. P.owdcn, city clerk, Silvrrton.
HALF SOLES, H.4ND SEWED
Colo., tvvc scalp
wounds,
jumped
Men's
from second story.
and
60c to O. li. Klinger, printer, formerly
Children's
75c proprietor of the Sihcrton Standard,
TACKED
back wrenched by jumping.
Men's
75c Charles I. Stewart, candy maker,
left wrist broken and bruiics
bv
Others
75c jumping.
M
Metvin Parks. Hillsdale, Mich.,
lUl 1' i. A3 L J u
Subí
burns on face, arms and legs.
Sfsrc Soiiíís
Mrs.' I.ydia Parker, Edward Kcl- soe, luirf.
Thotms Taylor, fireman, left ankle broken.
Moore jumped
from
the third
story window. and his brains were
dashed out when he struck the pavement,
lie came to Denver for his
ATTORNEY-AT-LAhralt about six months a fro from
Philadelphia where lie lias been in
the real estate business.
Burteil was a Pullman conductor,
CIMARRON.
KEW MEXICO Ott is a scwtn machine agent and
Lewis is a hrakaman.

rived.
In the opinion of fire officers the
hotel was set on ire. Within a week-hala docn small fires, believed
to
'rave been of incendiary origin,
has
occurred in rooming bouses of this

Sept.

8.

Vniv

and SADDLERY
and do General Repairing of Harness

Regular prices all the lime.
Not 1! Gil this week
ami LOW next week
but RIGHT every week.
I

Shoes
REPAIRED

keep a nice

We

90c

Headquarters

c

1

Paints,
Oils, VarriisSi and

.iJ

rVfurcsco Tints.

ká'

GEO.
be ready to
do General Shoe
Repairing about
the lOtii of the
nsont!.
Will

(ft

u

Í'
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SUICIDES

11

;1

WHEN

.Mrs. Win. M. Marling spent a few
days in Raton on pleasure last week.

John Livingston was a
visitor in Raton last week.

Mr.
in

O. F. Matkin, who has been
for a t w days mi business

)ener

h's returned.

Burke

Cío..

II.

55

l'.i--

Mrs.

;rriC(
evening
si -

1

in

itr
ti

the Cimarron

,

.

Cimarron

f. r

u r, Mrs.

Raton,
Sunday
with her

Koli'lioiisfu.

U.

'.

in

of

last

short

a

Cha-

-.

Springer.

Mrs. II. 1'. r.nglaud and her twn
little daughters, who have bee making an extended visit at l!,e Chas.
Springer home, have' returned to San
Antonio.
11

aH-g"-

of (;!! Fiehi,
Mrs
his
V. S.iti'tfN to Cimarron, arriving
S..li;:-dah-- 1
ig f ,r all
o
led
wi.ii Mrs. o '. fat- -

v
Vr.
!''ee.. aeeoniii;
C.

r.i.--

vl--

of

iu;!ne--

SOUTH

OF

BEFOT

FATAL DUE!

by Week or Mcnth
Special Rates given Laboring; Men
We Cater to Ladies and Gt ntiemen
0(1 Chase & Scorn's fínicos Ccííee L'sel

Ja,l-- c
!'.!! k. a Mvi.r of J. J.
,.f ty-- Rocky M. nit.iin com-- 1
in-has returned to ' tr l:om.- - after
as
spending a lew days in t hnar-othe cues! of Mr. and Mi's. J. V,
Records.

BOTH ARE

boardwalk
wives the Alia tic City
does not crin in be in any danger
,
Ma, Sept. 8 John. D. Main of being confused with the straight
J. Kirk Thelan and narrow path. Chicago Post.
and his
arc (h'.".d as a result of a revolver
Iiccanse a West Virginia man had
duel which occurred here today be
windpipe
in the
he
Thelan and been kicked
tween the two men.
Frank- - Nitnms. were both suitors for could not e.wress his feelings at the
the hand of Main's beautiful daugh-- . news (hat triplets had been born at
Hut he was probably
ler. The young woman favored Thc-- j his house.
it.
lan but her father insisted that she able to write Roosevelt about
A few
days ago Cleveland Plain Dealer.
marry Nimtns.
Thelan and the .erirl eloped and were
BUILDINGS AND THE MAM
married. Today the two men met
11

Seh-.ni-

0
n

the Oxford Jyok
Farnace Heat Throughout.

Fífst-Cías- s

Hot and Cold Baths.

Cafe Connected

on the highway for the first time,
and the duel began which continued
until both had been fatally wounded.

Within the twilight mist I stand,
beneath
The vast
towers.
stern and proud
Paragraphs
Dark giants striking 'gainst a
rose-lea- f
What the Other Fellow Said.
cloud.
Fornker is going to speak for Taft. Within the
fear
west. I
but what he says will not be as in
to breathe,
teresting as what he might say.
Chicago News.
For Primal Strength they seem
eternal, grim,
The proof of the pudding may be
Inexorable, near godlike; but my
in the eating, but it is not so with
heart
Sings to my life: "Weak, trembler,
The proof of it
the cantaloupe.
know thou art
too often presents itself as soon as
you linve cut in to the thing. Chica- More strong and glorious than these
go Tribune.
specters dim ;
new-bor-

WILKINS
v.

'JSU.J

S

i:nus.

ii--

DEAD

We Sell the Famous
McCormick Harvesters, Rakes,
Mowers and Binders
Moline Plows and Implements
Peter Schuttler wagons
General Blacksimthing

s."

V'-- s

!'r;.l

Board

'.Wagons Buggies
Farming Implements

WINES, LIQUORS
and CIGARS

mitin,

Sunday

t

mr

years of a.ge anil a bricklayer, committed suicide in the county jail here to.iight by c.U'.mg his
ihroat with a poe.ket kni'e that lie
,
shoe. Jone;
had concealed in
was arrested a short lime before on
t
a charge of having m::de criminal
old girl. The act
on a
was committed soon after lie was
placed in a cell.
It is
tint
i
practices
b" has been earning
similar 1.1 the one he is charged with
or y ears, lit is survived hy a v.i.e
and ever il children.

Jones,

('oraelia

N'i--

alo' up her work
Sflli'Ols.

CRIME
Durango.

school.

Cimarron

mf v.ta

tit."-"'.'.':"-

NORMAN

business

R. C. van llouteti was a passenger
to Raton on hist Friday's morning
train.
Mr. J. K. Eittrell, who has been
v 11 y ill
with mountain fever, has recovered and is again about town.

public

ARRESTED FOR

ci

REM LEY

Local mid Personal

Miss Mabel Ring has returned tr
Cimarron to take up her work in the.

1

E.

Fublished Every Wednesday by
GEO. E. REMLEY.

v.

50c to

for Good

Guflsry

THE CITIZEN

f

Ladies

íÉÍEOí)

from

MAXWELL MERCANTILE

Boots

I

bought

if it was

"

the

BONDED WHISKEY
a SPECIALTY

Oxford Bar...
Finest Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

n

t

LEGAL TENDER BAR.
HARRY K. GRUBBS.

RENOWNED A. B. C. BEER ON TAP

Proprietor

FAMOUS BUBWEISEK BEEH

COOK'S

GOLDEN

BEER

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

"
IB

W. B.

K6JSdneH, Proprietor

Wait until the candidates get to "For they arc born from thy
accusing the phbnographs of misquosoul;
Thou art the maker, they the
ting them. Detroit News.

will-

ing clay.
Tt it announced
O brother to the stars and sweet,
that Castro will
Rut a small-sizetake to the woods.
pure day
rosebush could hide him.
These are brief fragments; thou the
d'

Atlanta Constitution.
Between saloons and other men's

'
deathless whole."
William Northrop Morse, in Sue
cess Magazine.
1u3
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FALL
The business of this stor- - shows a very agreeable increase in business even during the supposedly dull summer months and in order to show the people
how much we appreciate an ever grow ng patronage we've arranged for this very special price reducing event. The price on every article in this ad means precisely
what it says - a clear saving to you of the difference between these quotations and the actual selling price you will observe that where it is possible we have mentioned
particular brands in order to make it more readily apparent fu3! how much you'll be to the good if you come to this store at this particular time.
here-abo-

Sale

Thursday, September

Will Begin

CALIFORNIA

--

Choice Apricots
CANNED

MISCELLANEOUS

laan---

for

I

sc

10Ó

tie

tile best in

land, can

.

..10

FRESH GREEN HILL JAMS
Strawberry, IlartlcU Pear, Red Raspberry, Orange. Blackberry,
Onincc and Currant, jar
30"
Yt Gallon
In;,' French Mustard

80i?

for

15

Plums

Quart Bottle Imported Extracts

l't'.U

scils for $i.oo, Lemon or
i
Vanilla

Linking for a snap? here it is
3 pound barrel Kinder snaps. 20

t

Pine

or Prairie
can, for

Rose Corn,

10

Rimer's Tomato Ketchup, t gallon
bottle ;
40
OLD MISSOU SORGHUM
Made in the old fashioned
gallon jacket for

way;

I

HERE'S THE SPECIAL PRICES FOR THIS SALE:
P.readAinncr for
Pride of Colorado
Swansdown for
Forest King for
Imperial for

white
Choice our regular
lin skirls in this "a I if at

mus-

Choice oí regular $2. no white
lin skirts in this sale at....

mus-

$1-5-

I

$1.20

During
15 yards

I

is a sure

but

enough snap.

they've got to go.

New Royal
ANOTHER

BATH TOWELS

15

one as you ever
And as good
bought for 15c offered here
at. each
10
a

75c

ONE LOT CHILDREN'S

litis
jair.

ODD SHOES.

Here's shots that sell at
Sizes

3

65c

One lot wo-

men's $1.50
wrappers at

$1.20
each
These Prices
Good at
Both Stores

LIBERAL
to $1.00 a

40

to 8

DISCOUNT

9). which gave to music such original genMendelssohn and Chopin, saw the berth
of
ius as that
in ICngbml of three master minds Gladstone, Darwin
States of Abraham
s.nd Tennyson and in the United
l.iiM.in, (diver Wendell Holmes and Edgar Allan Toe,
as fust always be inevitable, fierce and lamentable
is already raging.
Xo less a critic than Edmund Clarenre Stedman hal
pronounced Foe the most original force in our litera-tuan honor to which Hawthorne, it must be admitted, has approximately equal claim, even if we exclude
Whitman. That Toe's inspiration was unique will be
conceded by those who fully apprehend the limitation
of his art; and it is on the point of originality that so
fany vS our eminent writers arc disappnniting Emerson
echoing Plato, Longfclljw interpreting Germany and
Italy, Irving reflecting the Addisonian essayists. All
nuv he said in favor of Poe as a producer of liter
ature is sure to be challenged by the memory of his life.
At Richmond the centenary of his birth is planned
in the form of monument to be erected in his memory, and opposition it already at work. The Richmond
News-Leaddeclares that the objection is based, not
os Poe's profligacy, which has been greatly exaggerated, but upon his rank ingratitude to his friends and
fceaefactors. This is a seirous blemish on his character.
He borrowed money that he knew he could not pay,
probably hid no expectation of paying. He told manu
y

25.

For V!en

inducements here taken at random through our exceptional showing in
men's suits.
8.50

SUITS.

In this lot you will find $7 50 to $8.50
Suits, we propose to give you your
choice in this sale at
$5.95

$15 SUITS
This bunch comprises the suits that
are marked to sell at $14 50 and $15
Take your pick for
$11.05
SUITS
very
choice
patterns among
Some
these, no back numbers, come in
and take your choice for. $13.95

$20 SUITS
Here's a few very excellent, dress
suits, we want you to see them,
here they are at
$15.95
SUITS
$22
These Suits will sure please the most
particular men, and then just look
at this price
$17.95
MEN'S 15
HANDKERCHIEFS.
Men. here's your best chance to get
a

$17

ON ALL OTHER

$24.95

1

script that had already been paid for and actually published. An appreciative critic has thus replied to these

POE CONTROVERSY.

SARATOGA FLAKES
Put up in pound boxes, regular price
2 for a quarter, priced now at
3 boxes for

and Vegetables all During This Sale

SHOES DURING

objections :
Poe's character was not nearly as black as it has
been painted. A", for his intemperance, he was always
loo poor to pay for much dissipation, and his nerves
were generally in such condition that the mere taste of
stimulants strongly affected him. It is time to stop
talking about Poe's private life and personal peculiarities. If his centenary can not be observed without re
awakening all the old animosities and reviving the old
scandals, it would be better to let it pass unobserved.
Jt is strange that a man whose life was so humble,
whose contemporaries are all dead, should still have
enemies on earth. The imagination of the man, the
melody within him, his almost unfailing skill ofexprcss-io- n
made a mark on American literature which first distinguished it in foreign lands. Poe's centenary will be
celebrated in France with respect and admiration.
Richmond should have its statue, and it should be a
good statue, and the best of feeling should prevail at
,
its dedication.
a
All of which is commendable in imputse, but in action profitless. The time will never come when a right-mindpeople will close its eyes to the character of
the man in estimating the significance of his work.
There were few conventions of society which Poe did
not set at defiance. He mocked at the code of honor
between men and women. Society will find means to
protect itself against the assaults which genius makes
ed

good wipe choice for

MEN'S

EV-

All Kinds of
in

MEN'S 75 TIES
This comprises our entire showing

50

each

in

MEN'S WORK SHIRTS
Boys, help yourself to our 65c and
75c shirts, choice
50
Yard Pattern double width percales shown in a variety patterns,
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and social standards. The greatest and
many respects the most beneficent mind of modern
times was that of Napoleon Bonaparte. Yet society
of him to this day,
fondly cherishes its.excrcration
through mistaken sympathy with Josephine. The cloud
under which Byron and Vilton rest is as black 4fíF"cqn-stant
as their poetry is sublime. We must condemn the
man, while we love his work. It is the instinctive and
ineradicable propensity of society to guard its integrity against the insidious assaults of lawless and brilliant
genius. It is a prepossession that is painful, but in the
end salutary.
On the other hand, no tribute to the memory of Poe
can exaggerate the debt American literature owes to his
wonderful pen. In his literary work, isolated from his
outward life, he was a knight without fear and without
reproach. Xo pressure of poverty or that craving for
appreciation which so often eats the heart out of the
poet who is also the apostle and prophet of liberty,
could swerve him from the vision of truth and beauty
to which he kept as steadfastly as the needle to the
pole. He was the true pioneer and father of modern
impartial criticism and was at bitter war all his days
with the commercial exisgency an dthe literary sycophancy which ruled our literature with oligarchic severity. As a lyric genius, a master of the short story,
a keen and resourceful critic, he has never been surA curious freak of
passed in this or any other land.
fate, to join so noble a literary gift with so pitiful and
unlovely a moral nature!
.
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Modern psychology has taught us one useful: lesson,
and that is to be chary of our judgment upon the weaknesses of our feilow man, who is contending with we
know not what powerful undercurrents of remote and
reverent charity are fain to put away the recollection
of his faults and abandon the memory o the enchanting visions with which his genius has peopled the precincts of every cultivated mind the angel Israel,
whose heartstrings are a lute, the palace by the sea
where Annabel lies entombed, the haunted chambee
echoing with memories of the lost Lenore, the shrubberies and fountains of Arnheim, the ghostly pile of
Usher, the cry of Ligcla, coming back through the
bonds of death to restore the distant days of love and
joy. To be loyal to these noble creatipns of that master mind and yet to feel stern revrobation for the sad
shortcomings of its earthly wanderings, is the discerning scholar's duty to the nafe of Poe.
Jack London, in Collier's Weekly, undertakes to
sweep President Roosevelt and John Burroughs both off
the map so far as their knowledge of animals is concerned. It is a big job for one small man, and the
chances are that neither of the persons assailed will
ever realize that anything has happened to him.
The Independence Party has a woman's suffrage
plank in its platform. Such is perfidious man, erea
in this party, that if any possibility existed of electing
the ticket, the plank would probably hay been omitted.

